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Time Saved, Errors Eliminated:
Autodesk Subcontractor Partners
With McCormick Systems
Electrical and automated building systems contractors first estimate projects before bidding or
negotiating them. What happens when they win the job?
In many cases, contractor personnel must rekeystroke the same information from their job
estimate into different project management documentation software. The keystroking is duplicative and
can cause problems besides.
In addition to eating up valuable time, the rekeying effort introduces the real possibility of
clerical errors.
To make such problems go away, McCormick Systems and Autodesk® Subcontractor have
successfully integrated their systems – thanks in large part to the recent separate introductions of
McCormick’s V9.0 software and Autodesk® Subcontractor 2009.
What that means: Contractors using McCormick to estimate electrical and/or ABS jobs and
Subcontractor 2009 to optimize, standardize and automate their business processes will now save time,
avoid error, and seamlessly transfer data from the estimating to the project management side.
“We chose McCormick Systems as our partner in this effort because we feel they go about
construction estimating the right way," said Jeff Burmeister, product manager for Autodesk®
Subcontractor. “They have the kind of clients that will appreciate our project management documentation
tools.”
“Autodesk is the leading software developer in the construction industry,” said Todd McCormick,
president of McCormick Systems. “We’ve worked together for months to solidify this partnership – to
create a solid foundation. We think we can build on this start, together, for the benefit of our mutual
clients.”

About Autodesk®Subcontractor
Autodesk® Subcontractor software helps to increase productivity by automating document management.
Autodesk Subcontractor gives contractors the tools necessary to convey a professional image to clients,
while helping improve document management processes.
More information: http://autodesk.com/subcontratctor or 800.374.2260.
About McCormick Systems
Privately owned McCormick Systems (Chandler, AZ) is the nation’s leader in software used for electrical
and ABS estimating and project management. The company’s products enable contractors to quickly
produce consistent, profitable estimates for electrical and voicedatavideo work, and more.
More information: www.mccormicksys.com or 8004444890.

